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Locations
Island: Saint Lauretia
Port: Port Queenston

The Port Queenston dock area lies at the eastern most side of the island.
Plantation 1: Tarravale

Tarravale, the smallest of the plantations, lies just to the West of Port Queenston.
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Plantation 2: Cedarbank

Cedarbank, the middle sized plantation, is located to the South-West of Tarravale
Plantation 3: Rossinch

Rossinch lies directly South of Cedarbank, with its housing further to the South-West.
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Pen: Dalrada

Dalrada Pen is to the South of Port Queenston.

Rivers:
1. Cairnie (the main river flowing from the north west into the ocean south of Port Queenston)
2. Marnon (the main northern tributary of the Cairnie, flowing from north of Tarravale down between
Tarravale and Cedarbank plantations).

3. Rio Rosa (the southern tributary of the Cairnie, flowing north eastward through Rossinch plantation.
4. Orean (a short tributary of the Cairnie in the north west, flowing south west and reaching the
Cairnie west of Cedarbank plantation).
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Port Queenston features

Introduction
Wooden construction town buildings consist mainly of offices, apartments, trading premises, and
basic houses for workers. A few buildings in the town can be entered and explored, but most have
entrances and windows “blanked off” as there is very limited scope for representing furniture etc.
The Slave Market building is situated just south of the midpoint of the length of the dock. It has a
stair up to a smart office above and has wall plaques showing the teleport coordinates for
“jumping” direct to each plantation or pen entrance. There is an auction platform outside on the
dock.
Behind the Slave Market there are latticed wood pens for holding disembarked slaves and preparing
them for auction.
Along the dockside front there are two substantial warehouses, described below under “Company
Names”, one at the south end and one at the north. There is also a harbour office and a tavern, both
north of the Slave Market. There is another warehouse behind the Slave Market. There are a few
tables and chairs outside at the front of the tavern.
Workers houses are situated at the north and south sides of town, some to the north under
construction.
On the west side of town, there is a church with tower and a plaza/shopping area in front of it. In
the plaza is an open-air market, selling mainly fruit and vegetables.
The church and tower can be explored inside.
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There are (square-wheeled!) carts on the dockside, some empty, some with loads, and throughout the
streets there are blocks of wood (some just to represent rubbish and some arranged to look like
public benches) and “bushes” to try to give an impression that the town is not deserted.
In Java versions There are signs at various points indicating the routes to plantations, beaches etc.
Note too that a road going north from the north end of the dock travels round to the north east coast
of Saint Lauretia island.

Companies

1. Burntyre and Company
Warehouse storing casks of molasses, semi-refined sugar and rum. Situated at the south end of the
dock area.

2. Inglesay and Inglesay
Warehouse for bales of cotton. Situated at the north end of the dock area.

3. Raddochson Merchants
Shopkeepers with large pair of outlets close to the church towards the west end of the square and
open air market area.
4. Morayman and Company
Slave Sales at the Slave Market

5. Kinmair and Kinmair
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Warehouse also holding casks of molasses and rum. Situated behind (to the west of) Burntyre and
Company warehouse and the Slave Market pens.

Ships

(The limitations of Minecraft’s 3 metre by 3 metre blocks means that most features are based
on imagination along with a few old pictures etc. Also attempt was made to make each ship a bit
different from the others, partly to make exploring them more interesting).
1. Brookana (Ship's colours: red)
Docked right opposite the Slave Market, some of the features of this ship are based on the
documented design of the Brooks.
Note that access to the slave deck and lower hold is by vertical ladder.
Access to the captain’s cabin is down stairs from the poop deck. Note shelves of books and maps,
a sea chest and a proper bed.
Sometimes the crew members erected temporary shelters on deck with hammocks etc. Other
times a portion (separated from slaves by walls etc.) of the first lower-deck was reserved for crew.
Representation of cannon is shown on deck.
2. Vigilmer (Ship's colours: Lime green)
This ship is docked north of the Brookana and a few of the features are based on the documented
design of the Vigilante.
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The slave deck, with bare floor and one continuous shelf around the periphery is much the same
as the one on Brookana.
Vigilmer has no poop deck and finding the captain’s cabin towards the stern is a bit difficult. It is
reached by going down stairs near the stern on the port side then through several doors. It can also be
accessed from the rear of the slave deck.
3. Atlantica (Ship's colours: Blue)
This ship is docked at the eastward-running dock to the north and is a cargo ship loading large
bags of cotton into its upper hold using a swinging boom suspended from one of the masts.
The captain’s cabin is again towards the stern and is reached by routes similar to those on the
Vigilmer.
4. Sea Pride (Ship's colours: Pink)
This ship is docked to the south of the Brooks, is similar in features to the Atlantica and is loading
a cargo of casks of semi-refined sugar, of molasses and of rum.
5. Liberty (Ship's colours: Yellow)
This slave ship is docked at the eastward-running dock to the south. It has a poop deck and the
captain’s cabin and a store room are under it at open deck level. Stairs go down from this store room
into the lower hold.
The smaller slave deck, with store rooms at the rear, is accessed by stairs down from the open
deck. It has three tiers of shelves that the slaves lie on in their shackles.
6. Martinia (Ship's colours: Orange)
This slave ship is moored in the bay and lies to the north of the Marianna. A large capacity, oarpropelled slave “canoe” has just left it and is heading to the dockside with its slave cargo for
disembarkation.
The Martinia has a poop deck with the captain’s cabin under it on the starboard side. Under the
poop deck on the port side is a cabin with stores in it, possibly for food preparation.
The Martinia also has three tiers of shelves for slaves but in darker wood than in the Marianna and
this creates an eerier atmosphere.
7. Amisdean (Ship's colours: Black)
The Amisdean is moored near the mouth of the bay, to the north of the Martinia.
On this ship, based loosely on descriptions of the Amistad, slaves were held shackled on the open
deck as well as on the plain deck below (no extra shelves).
The captain’s cabin is towards the starboard side, below the poop deck, with a door to the rear
giving access to a stair on the port side leading up onto the poop deck, and access to a stair
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downwards with, half-way down, a door into the below-deck slave area and on further down into the
lower hold.
In the bay, floating between the Amisdean and the shore, are four small rowing boats mainly used
for transporting captain and crew from moored ships to land.
8. Leviathan (Ship's colours: Turquoise)
Out at sea lies the slave ship Leviathan which is a virtual replica of the Martinia, has a gloomy
slave deck with three tiers of shelves, and would be pretty grim in a thunder and lightning storm.
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Tarravale features

Introduction
This plantation lies north west of the town, and a road on the north side of town leads to its
entrance through wooden fencing. Note the branch road east of the entrance, leading through
woods to a remote beach for adventurers to explore.
It represents earlier days of plantation development, growing mainly cotton, tobacco and indigo. Its
main house is fairly basic and its production processes not sophisticated. There are also a few cattle
and pigs to the north of the main house.
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Main House

The main house is situated towards the north of the plantation, is single storied but with a basement
underneath. There is a cookhouse and a well at the back.
This house has two bedrooms and an office, a lounge, and a dining room with ante room. On the west
side, the dining room anteroom has a stair going down to the basement, where going straight out the
back leads into the cookhouse.
The basement has shelves for storing meal ingredients and bed linen as well as quarters for house
slaves/bound white servants. These quarters are towards the east side of the basement and have bare
earth floors and straw for bedding. A plunge pool has been added.
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Crops

The fields show evidence of work - bundles of tobacco leaves, just cut from the southern end of the
easternmost fields, and bundles/baskets of newly picked, not-yet-deseeded cotton at the south end
of the field off to the west. Between these crops are field areas under cultivation with young tobacco
and indigo plants being planted.

Processes

To the north of the fields are open-sided sheds where harvested crops are processed. Other wooden
buildings include a blacksmith’s forge, a carpenter’s workshop, and a tool shed.
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Tobacco plants are hung from the roof to dry. The leaves are then stripped off and gathered into
bales for transport by horse-drawn cart to Port Queenston. Horses are corralled nearby. (Minecraft
doesn’t offer the ability to harness horses to carts - maybe the horses are put off by the square
wheels!)
Unseeded cotton is combed on flat stones by kneeling slaves/labourers until all seeds have been
removed. The deseeded cotton is then packed into a large bag held in a special frame, and then
loaded onto a cart for transport to town. The first modern mechanical cotton gin was patented in
1794, enabling the extraction of seeds to be done more efficiently by machine

Enslaved people’s & labourer’s accommodation area

The area is partially screened from the main house by a copse of trees.
Irregularly-spaced dwellings for slave/bound white labourers are made (by the occupants
themselves) from various woods (vertical log sections), covered with a variety of leaves, and
maintained inadequately. Some of the dwellings are open-sided and may house quite a number of
labourers.
There are open fires outside for cooking.
Dwellings have bare-ground floors and straw is used for bedding.
The area surrounding the dwellings is scattered with piles of logs and bales of straw (for refreshing
bedding).
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Cedarbank features

Introduction
This plantation lies to the west of the Tarravale plantation and a road on the south side of Port
Queenston leads to it. It has a fairly basic, stone-built entrance to the plantation, and a wooden
bridge over the Marnon river.
It represents the earlier era of production of semi-refined sugar, molasses and rum in the Caribbean.
Its main house is a bit more grand and its production processes are substantial. There are also some
cattle and pigs in fields to the south east of the main house.
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Main House

The main house is situated to the north of the plantation and faces south, has two stories and an attic,
with a basement underneath. There is a cookhouse and a well at the back. The floors are
constructed from oak planks, perhaps a bit more basic than the smarter looking dark oak planks
used in the grander Rossinch House.
This house has three bedrooms, a library/office, a large dining room, a sitting room and a linen
cupboard.
On the ground floor a door in the north wall leads to a narrow back stairway in stone that goes
downward to the basement and cookhouse and upward to slave quarters in the attic. On the west side,
the dining room has a large fireplace and the room is readily accessible from the cookhouse via the
aforementioned door just outside the north door of the dining room.
The attic is accessed by the back stair from the basement just east of the cookhouse door, the ground
floor corridor door or the first floor linen cupboard in the north east corner. The attic is divided into
room spaces equipped with straw mattresses for domestic 'house' slaves and little else.
The basement has a bare earth floor, is large, covering the whole of the footprint of the house, and
has shelves and tables for storing meal ingredients and bed linen. Near the north west corner there is
a double door out to the cookhouse and towards the north east corner a single door for trips to the
well (for water for laundry purposes) without getting in the way of the cookhouse waiters. Access
from cookhouse to the dining room is through the cookhouse door, immediately left up the grey
brick stairs, through the first door reached then right into the dining room.
To bring fresh bedlinen etc. up from the basement, slaves go up the grey brick stairs, past the first
door and on up to the second door, which opens into the linen cupboard.
The cookhouse has a range with open fire and a selection of tables and work surfaces.
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Crops

The main crop is sugar cane. There are two areas where slaves have cut semi-circular swathes into
the crop and are loading bundles of canes onto carts to supply the slave-driven mill.
There are other cultivated areas where new canes, or other crops, have been planted.
Note that a few horses have been corralled near to the wooden-built process buildings.

Processes
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The sugar cane mill is the building with the “conical” roof. Note the long (pale) poles that angle up
to the drive shaft that rotates the vertical rollers that crush the juice out of the freshly cut sugar canes
into the large tray below. These poles are used by the slaves to drive the mill, the constant tread of
their feet round the circular path wearing the underfoot soil down to the stones beneath.
Cane juice then runs down a large pipe westward into the boiling householding tank. Juice is then
transferred to a series of five vats where the repeated boiling concentrates the juice. Note the roaring
fires under each vat. Skimmings and impurities are scooped off into the skimmings tank (and later to
casks) before the concentrated juice is transferred to a large cooling cistern. Further transfer to
cooling pots precedes the filling of clay pots where crystalline sugar separates from molasses. After
a time, breaking of the pots allows access to the semi-refined sugar which is spread out to dry in
large trays in open sided barns.
The dried, semi-refined sugar and the molasses are put into casks for transport to town, or for use in
the distillery in the production of rum. These casks along with the casks of skimmings and inferior
juice are moved over the yard into the distillery to the south, where the contents are poured into a
fermentation vat. Later, the fermented juices are put into the still where they are heated to distil off
the rum alcohol vapour which passes through the condenser and is collected in wooden barrels.
The barrels of rum are stored in the more secure rum store nearby until most are transported by cart
to the dock for eventual export.
To the north and north west of the boiling house are situated:
a carpenter’s workshop where items such as fence sections and gates are constructed
a potter’s hut and kiln where clay pots are thrown and fired
a cooperage where barrels are made for various cane sugar products
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a blacksmith’s forge where various metal items can be crafted, such as nails, bars for the rum
store windows etc.

Enslaved people’s area

The slave accommodation lies beyond the process buildings and the houses are made with vertically
placed logs of varied types and roofed with leaves, also of varied types. The houses are of various
sizes and are often poorly maintained, appearing randomly patched. Note that a few houses in the
north west part of the slave area are circular, typical of the type of home the slave occupants may
have come from in Africa. The floors are bare earth and straw is used for bedding. Sometimes
distance between houses is rather small and, especially in houses that risked indoor fires, substantial
fire damage could occur. Towards the south east of the slave area two dwellings have been burnt
down and two nearby houses show that indoor fires were used. The rest of the dwellings in the area
use outdoor fires for cooking, cutting the fire risk to homes.
The area surrounding the dwellings is scattered with piles of logs and bales of straw (for refreshing
bedding).
Near to the process buildings, there are five slave dwellings that are marginally better
equipped - one for the overseer, one for the skilled boilerman, and three for other craftsmen. The
skills of these men made them more valuable and they enjoyed marginally better living conditions.
Note the whipping post in front of the overseer’s house.
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Rossinch features

Introduction
This plantation lies beyond the Cairnie river, to the south/south west of the Cedarbank plantation and
a road on the south side of Port Queenston leads over a wooden bridge to its gated entrance.
It represents a later era of production of semi-refined sugar, molasses and rum in the Caribbean. Its
main house is more grand and its agricultural methods incorporate “holing” and dung fertilisation, and
production processes are more sophisticated. There are also some cattle in one of the fields to the
south east of the main house.
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Main House

The main house is situated towards the south of the plantation and faces north, has two stories and an
attic, with a basement underneath. There is a cookhouse and a well at the back. The floors are
constructed from dark oak planks.
This house has a grand entrance hall with a broad stairway up to the first floor, where there are
three bedrooms opening from the corridor on the east side and another three opening from the
corridor on the west side. Back on the ground floor there are administrative offices accessed from the
corridor on the east side and, on the west side a reception room/library which communicates
through to a family sitting room and a family dining room beyond. South of (behind) the broad
stairway is a large dining hall with a double door in the far south west corner leading to a stair down
into the basement just inside the door out to the cookhouse. The family dining room is reached from
the cookhouse by climbing the aforementioned stair, going through the double door at the top then
turning sharp left and entering a second double door on the left.
On the ground floor at the south end of the east corridor the recessed right-hand door in the south
wall leads to a narrow back stairway in stone that goes downward to the basement and upward to a
door leading into the east corridor giving access to the three bedrooms there. Continuing further up
the back stair leads to the attic and straight ahead is a doorway through to a large area with
storerooms to the left and slave quarters opposite. The slave quarters are equipped with straw
mattresses and little else.
The basement is large, covering the whole of the footprint of the house and has shelves and tables for
storing meal ingredients and bed linen. Near the south west corner there is a double door out to the
cookhouse and towards the south east corner a single door for trips to the well.
To bring fresh bedlinen etc. up from the basement, slaves go up the stairs beside the single door, past
the first recessed door on the left and on to the second recessed door (on the right as the stair turns).
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This door leads into the first floor east corridor and its bedrooms, and on to the west side of the house
via the landing.
The cookhouse has a range with open fire and a selection of tables and work surfaces.
Note the manager’s house under construction to the west of the grand house.

Crops

This plantation concentrates heavily on sugar cane, but also has one small field of wheat and has a
slave yard in which some food items such as potatoes, carrots and melons are grown. The slaves
allocated to yard tasks also look after some cattle, pigs and poultry.
Agricultural techniques are more advanced on this plantation, with better soil maintenance using
dung, some of it obtained from the pen down the road. Note the dung heap north east of the main
house (unfortunate that, as the prevailing wind is from the east!) and one or two carts loaded with
dung en route. The use of “holing” in field preparation is represented in a number of fields towards
the south east of the plantation.
There are two areas where slaves have cut semi-circular swathes into the sugar cane crop and are
loading bundles of freshly cut canes onto carts to supply the mill.
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Processes

On this plantation a large windmill has been constructed, making use of the prevailing winds to crush
the juice out of the cut sugar canes. The juice is collected in the large tray below and then runs down
a large pipe eastward into the boiling householding tank. Juice is then transferred to a series of five
vats where the repeated boiling concentrates the juice. Note the roaring fires under each vat.
Skimmings and impurities are scooped off into the skimmings tank (and later to casks) before the
concentrated juice is transferred to a large cooling cistern. Further transfer to cooling pots precedes
the filling of clay pots where crystalline sugar separates from molasses. After a time, breaking of the
pots allows access to the semi-refined sugar which is spread out to dry in large trays in an open
sided barn on the west side of the boiling house.
The dried, semi-refined sugar and the molasses are put into casks for transport to town, or for use in
the distillery in the production of rum. These casks along with the casks of skimmings and inferior
juice are moved over the yard into the distillery to the south, where the contents are poured into a
fermentation vat. Later, the fermented juices are put into the still where they are heated to distil off
the rum alcohol vapour which passes through the condenser and is collected in wooden barrels.
The barrels of rum are stored in the more secure rum store nearby until most are transported by cart
to the dock for eventual export.
Between the boiling house and the manager’s house are situated:
a carpenter’s workshop where items such as fence sections and gates are constructed
a potter’s hut and kiln where clay pots are thrown and fired
a cooperage where barrels are made for various cane sugar products
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a blacksmith’s forge where various metal items can be crafted, such as nails, bars for the rum
store windows etc.
a tool shed

Enslaved people’s area

The slave accommodation lies to the north of the process buildings amongst fruit trees. The houses
are made mainly with wooden planks but also vertically placed logs of varied types, and this results
in a rather untidy appearance. The houses are roofed with wooden shingles - mainly spruce but
sometimes patched with other types of wood. The houses are of various sizes, sometimes
accommodating up to twenty people per unit. The floors are mostly bare earth, and straw is used for
bedding.
Outdoor fires are used for cooking, cutting the fire risk to homes.
Garden areas are scattered throughout the site and slaves are forced to grow substantial amounts of
their own food. Any excess produce could sometimes be taken to town and sold at the plaza open air
market.
The area surrounding the dwellings is scattered with piles of logs and bales of straw (for refreshing
bedding).
On the east side of the slave area there are five slave dwellings that are of better construction - one
for the overseer and four for craftsmen with various special skills. The floors are wooden and raised
above the ground, and straw mattresses are used for bedding. Note the whipping post in front of the
overseer’s house.
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Dalrada features

Introduction
This fairly small pen lies to the east of the Rossinch plantation. This plantation lies beyond the
Cairnie river to the south east and a signposted road on the south side of Port Queenston leads over a
wooden bridge to the road in. The owner has a few acres of grass which are used to raise cattle and
pigs. Dung is collected and sold to nearby plantations. Note the cart of dung on the road in.
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The farmhouse is of wooden construction on stone brick foundations, has wooden floors and has a
brick chimney and fireplace. There are two bedrooms, a living room, a kitchen with a stove with
stovepipe and a pantry. There is also an outhouse with access from outside.
Other buildings include a small byre and a shed for animal feed storage.
There are two slave houses built with various woods (vertical log sections), covered with a variety of
leaves, and maintained inadequately.
There are open fires outside for cooking.
These dwellings have bare-ground floors and straw is used for bedding.
The area surrounding the dwellings is scattered with some logs and bales of straw (for refreshing
bedding).
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